Indoor Bible Verse Scavenger Hunt

Open your Bible to find the verse which will provide the clue. You can use this list to do a traditional scavenger hunt of collecting or observing. You could also do a photo hunt and take pictures of the items for proof of their existence. Have fun!

_Suggested Bible version: ESV._

1. A cup of this brings good rewards: _Matt. 10:42_
2. Adam’s generations are listed here: _Gen. 5:1_
3. God lights the darkness and is this for us: _2 Sam. 22:29_
4. Used for anointing: _Ps. 23:5_
5. God makes this even in the wilderness: _Ps. 78:19_
6. What Esau ate with lentil stew: _Gen. 25:34_
7. Shiny pieces of Rebekah’s engagement gifts: _Gen. 24:53_
8. Something the same color as the clothes found here: _Eze. 27:24_
9. Where would you sit in the prophet’s room: _2 Kings 4:10_
10. Paul says they always paid for this: _2 Thess. 3:8_
11. This part of the temple was torn in two: _Mark 15:38_
12. The day of the month listed here: _Num. 10:11_
13. A dish used by angels: _Rev. 16:2_
14. Shaking off the dust from this body part: _Acts 13:51_
15. The shape of the organ from where words are formed: _Ps. 10:6_
16. Torn out by the roots in this verse: _Matt. 15:13_

Bonus: 17. A verb in this verse but a noun in our kitchen: _Psalm 69:2_

Enjoy!!!
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1. A cup of this brings good rewards: *Matt. 10:42 a cup of cold water*
2. Adam’s generation are listed here: *Gen. 5:1 listed in chapter 5 of Genesis*
3. God lights the darkness and is this for us: *2 Sam. 22:29 a lamp*
4. Used for anointing: *Ps. 23:5 oil*
5. God makes this even in the wilderness: *Ps. 78:19 table*
6. What Esau ate with lentil stew: *Gen. 25:34 bread*
7. Shiny pieces of Rebekah’s engagement gifts: *Gen. 24:53 silver and gold*
8. Something the same color as the clothes found here: *Eze. 27:24 blue*
9. Where would you sit in the prophet’s room? *2 Kings 4:10 in a chair on the roof*
10. Paul says they always paid for this: *2 Thess. 3:8 bread*
11. This part of the temple was torn in two: *Mark 15:38 the curtain*
12. The day of the month listed here: *Num. 10:11 February 20*
13. A dish used by angels: *Rev. 16:2 a bowl*
14. Shaking off the dust from this body part: *Acts 13:51 their feet*
15. The shape of the organ from where words are formed: *Ps. 10:6 the heart*
16. Torn out by the roots in this verse: *Matt. 15:13 every plant the Father did not plant*

Bonus: 17. A verb in this verse but a noun in our kitchen: *Ps. 69:2 sink*